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Strong incentives exist for producers of mass market vehicles to increase fuel 
efficiency and reduce emissions. Despite the high specific strength of aluminium alloys, 
the economic balance in automotive manufacture has been in favour of steels in terms 
of the ease and rapidity with which they can be formed, fastened and welded.. 
Nevertheless aluminium alloys have increasingly found application in body panels and 
the number of all-aluminium bodied vehicles being produced is increasing (Table 1) [1]. 
One obstacle to replacing steel with aluminium alloys is the relatively low formability, 
evident for example in forming limit diagrams (FLD) and formability parameters such as 
limiting dome height or limiting drawing ratio (LDR). Engler et al. partially attribute this 
to unfavourable plastic anisotropy arising from the typical crystallographic texture of 
rolled aluminium alloys [2]. The formability of an aluminium alloy sheet can be 
indicated by parameters such as the direction-averaged normal anisotropy rҧ and the 
power law strain hardening exponent n. Stress ratio parameters can be similarly 
employed, e.g. the ratio P of stress in plane strain tension to the equibiaxial stress [3] 
or the ratio of stress in plane strain tension to the pure shear stress [4]. Broadly 
speaking, increasing the value of rҧ increases the proportion of strain occurring in the 
sheet plane rather than in the thickness, implying that the thickness is reduced less 
during stretching. Analysis shows that the LDR is directly proportional to rҧ [5]. The flow 
rule of plasticity implies that rҧ is a function of the shape of the yield surface, which in 
turn depends on the texture, and can be derived from it using a statistical crystal 
plasticity (CP) model [6]. While Burger et al. report that other aspects of the 
microstructure such as grain morphology influence the plastic behaviour [7], simulation 
results presented by Xie et al. suggest that in the current context the effects of grain 
shape are of second order importance [8]. It follows that statistical CP models provide 
an appropriate basis for the calculation of formability parameters such as rҧ,  . The 
Taylor-Bishop-Hill (TBH) or full constraints (FC) model [9] is commonly used as a 
reference CP model, though more advanced statistical models such as the ALAMEL 
have been shown to provide greater accuracy for aluminium alloys [10,11]. In any case 
common to all statistical CP models is the valid prediction that rolled sheet steels 
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observe ߛ fibre components to persist during annealing [17]. Sakai et al. report strong 
shear components and elimination of cube [18], while Kang et al., Cheon et al. and 
Kestens et al also report reduction of cube after ASR and annealing [19, 20, 21]. Kim 
et al.report the cube component decreases during ASR and further decreases during 
annealing, leading to high rҧ values [22]. In summary the above evidence supports the 
idea that ASR improves the formability of aluminium alloys by beneficial modification of 
the texture. 
Sidor et al. present CP modelling results showing that shear deformation, of aluminium 
sheet alloys during rolling rotates the ߚ fibre and cube components towards the H, E 
and F components, in general agreement with the experimental results. However they 
also experimentally observe formation of gradients in the texture [11]. Wronski et al. 
also observe the formation of texture gradients in ASR experiments, which do not 
disappear during annealing [23]. Furthermore Wronski et al. remark that a complete 
explanation of texture gradient formation has yet to be proposed [24]. 
This article presents a correlation of process parameters of a single pass of ASR with 
texture and texture gradient evolution, and investigates the impact of such gradients on 
the formability. First the experiments validating the computational approach are 
presented, followed by a description of the modelling approach used for a parametric 
study of ASR. The results are presented and discussed in the context of an industrially 
feasible configuration of the ASR process for aluminium alloys. 
 
Experiment 
A conventionally produced automotive AA6016 aluminium sheet (fully annealed) is 
rolled in a single cold asymmetric rolling pass in a two-high laboratory mill, using rolls 
driven at equal angular speeds. The upper and lower rolls were 310mm and 460mm in 
diameter respectively, giving a roll surface velocity ratio of 1.5. The sheet is reduced 
from 1.22mm to 1mm thickness, corresponding to an 18% pass reduction with a ratio 
of the smaller roll radius to initial sheet thickness of 127. No lubrication or specific 
surface treatment is applied. After rolling the sheet is annealed at 550°C for 30 
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 Fig. 3: ߮ଶ sections of the ODF and recalculated ሼ111ሽ pole figure representing the experimental 
texture of the sheet after deformation 
The texture of the recrystallised material, shown in Fig. 4, is similar to the deformation 
texture both in terms of the main components and sharpness. The texture index is 1.2 
and the ODF maximum 3.3. The texture is similar to the deformation texture (see Fig. 
3), with retention of the ሼ001ሽۃ110ۄ (H) component and weakening of ሺ111ሻሾ2ത11ሿ (F). 
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exponent n was taken as 0.275, falling in the middle of the range typical for aluminium 
alloys. The values of ߤ were chosen to be representative of rolling in industrial settings, 
which is conducted with lubrication in boundary or mixed regimes for reasons of roll 
wear minimisation, product surface finish and process stability. According to the 
experimental measurements of friction in rolling of aluminium by Jeswiet et al. 
conducted without lubrication [28], and those of Tabary et al. and Lenard and Zhang 
with lubrication [29,30] and the experimental results discussed by Lenard et al. [31], 
the range 0.02 ൑ ߤ ൑ 0.2 is assumed to be appropriate for this scenario. The values of 
ݎ௨௟ were chosen to range from symmetric to significantly asymmetric rolling. The values 
of ߙ represent reductions from somewhat above a “skin pass” to close to the limit for a 
single pass in cold rolling of aluminium. The values of ݎ௥௧ were chosen to represent a 
range of rolling from that of relatively thick sheet (or use of relatively small rolls) 
ݎ௥௧ ൌ 10 to relatively thin sheet (or use of large rolls) ݎ௥௧ ൌ 30: in this way heterogeneity 
developing in the earlier stages of cold rolling is explored, noting that many laboratory 
investigations have used small rolls (e.g. 100mm radius) but with thin sheet (e.g. 1mm) 
which may be more representative rather of the final stages of cold rolling. A full 
factorial design is used giving 2ሺܭሻ ൈ 4ሺߤሻ ൈ 4ሺߙሻ ൈ 4ሺݎ௨௟ሻ ൈ 3ሺݎ௥௧ሻ ൌ 384 configurations 
to simulate.  
Considering the large number of finite element and crystal plasticity calculations 
required to explore the process window, the following computationally efficient material 
models were employed: (i) the ALAMEL crystal plasticity model [10], (ii) the FACET 
method introduced by Van Houtte et al., which uses a convex plastic potential 
calibrated with a CP model as an anisotropic yield criterion for finite element analysis 
of metal forming [32] and (iii) the Hierarchical Multi Scale (HMS) framework introduced 
by Gawad et al. which connects and coordinates models operating at various length 
scales in a manner which retains accuracy while minimising computational cost [33]. 
The Taylor Bishop Hill (TBH) model is a statistical model of crystal plasticity which 
assumes each grain in a polycrystal deforms homogenously with the macroscopically 
applied strain, as discussed by Van Houtte at al. [34]. ALAMEL modifies the TBH 
model to account for the heterogeneity of plastic deformation by considering the 
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The inequality condition in eq. 1 guarantees convexity of the expression. In the present 
case 2482 strain modes D୩P. equally spaced in the five dimensional deviatoric strain 
rate space are employed in the calibration. The degree n of the polynomial must be an 
even natural number greater than 2, and controls the smoothness of the surface: in the 
present case n ൌ 8 is used based on the recommendations of the original authors. This 
type of model has the advantage that apart from the initial calibration procedure it 
reproduces the full anisotropic response of the underlying crystal plasticity model 
without the associated computational expense, making it suitable for implementation in 
explicit finite element analysis where typically millions of evaluations of the model are 
required. 
A schematic of the parametric model of ASR is presented in Fig. 5. It may be described 
in two parts, namely the isotropic model of the single pass ASR process itself and the 
evolution of texture (steps a and b), and the calculation of resulting properties due to 
the texture and texture gradients (steps c to g). Analysis step (a) is conducted with the 
commercial FEM software Abaqus/Explicit version 6.13, which implements a 
displacement driven updated Lagrangian approach. The explicit solver is employed 
because of its robust contact modelling. Four node bilinear plane strain elements with 
reduced integration (first order “CPE4R” element type) were used for the deformable 
sheet material. Between ten and twenty element layers were used in the sheet 
thickness direction, depending on the value of ݎ௨௟, giving meshes with 1000 to 2500 
elements. An example mesh is partially shown in Fig. 6 for reduction of 40% with a roll 
ratio of 1.5 and ݎ௨௟ ൌ 30. The rolls were modelled with a single layer of rigid 
quadrilateral elements (“R2D2” element). Contact between the rigid rolls and sheet is 
handled by the Abaqus/explicit general contact algorithm using a linear contact 









. 5: schematic of the parametric model of texture development in ASR 
 Fig. 6 - an example of part of a mesh used in the 2D FE analysis of a single pass of ASR with 
40% reduction and roll ratio of 1.5 together with a schematic indicating the method of merging 
predicted ODFs where the modules labelled (c) and (f) correspond with those of Fig. 5  
The Abaqus scripting interface is used to build models for each of the 384 process 
configurations. The scripted approach allowed certain algebraic relationships between 
the independent and dependent parameters to be prescribed. For example the initial 
element aspect ratio is a function of the prescribed reduction to minimise mesh 
distortion, the element size is a function of the sheet thickness, the roll element size is 
a function of the sheet element size, the sheet initial velocity is a function of the roll 
velocity and simulation duration, the sheet length is a function of the thickness and the 
largest roll radius, etc. Considering that the explicit technique is used and the material 
is modelled as rate independent, the simulation duration, which along with element 
size largely dictates the wall clock time per simulation, is determined by calculating the 
roll velocities which would lead to rolling of the whole sheet with a maximum estimated 
strain rate below 100 - Ginzburg et al. discusses an analysis in which this strain rate 
value is a guide in terms of avoiding strain rate effects in real rolling processes [36], 
however quasi-static conditions were also verified by confirming the kinetic energy is 
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from one step to the next, from which deformation gradients for the element centroid 
could be derived (relevant example usage of shape functions is elaborated in 
Bhavikatti's text on the finite element method [38]). With reference to Fig. 5: in step b 
the texture evolution is calculated with respect to the fixed reference system of the 
rolling process (rolling direction, transverse direction and sheet normal direction, 
referred to hereafter as RD, TD and ND) at each step using the ALAMEL crystal 
plasticity model for each of the elements in the zone of interest. The texture 
represented in the ODF of Fig 2 is used as the initial texture for all calculations. As 
outlined in the schematic in Fig. 6, the final representative texture for each horizontal 
RD-TD layer of elements is calculated by merging the 20 final textures belonging to 
this layer. 
Following this the plastic anisotropy of the material for each point in the parametric 
study is assessed in two ways. The first method, referred to hereafter as the "average 
texture" method, calculates a single texture by merging the representative texture for 
each layer of elements (step c in Fig. 5), followed by calibration of a FACET potential 
function (step d) from which values for ݎሺߠሻ defined by eqn. 5 are derived, (step e in 
Fig. 5); results obtained in this manner thus represent the predicted anisotropy of a 
hypothetical sheet with a homogenous texture which is the average of the graded 
texture through the thickness.  
Equation 5  ݎሺߠሻ ൌ ఌೢ೔೏೟೓ఌ೟೓೔೎ೖ೙೐ೞೞ 
The second method, referred to hereafter as the "multi-scale method", uses the 
anisotropic hierarchical multi-scale model (HMS) to simulate the tensile test (Fig. 5 
step f). In this HMS model Abaqus/Explicit is employed to model a cross section of a 
tensile test sample with 3D first order continuum “C3D8R" elements (Fig. 5, step f, part 
i); each horizontal layer of elements in the tensile sample is assigned a unique 
anisotropic FACET plastic potential (step f, part ii) which is calibrated using the 
ALAMEL CP model operating on a texture taken from the corresponding layer in the 
simulated rolled sheet (step f, part iii). A single layer of 3D elements, i.e. a layer one 
element deep in the tensile extension direction, spanning the tensile sample width and 
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The simulations presented in this article make use of a number of simplifications 
regarding the material behaviour and boundary conditions which are assumed to have 
negligible or second order effects on the evolution of the texture. It is thus necessary to 
demonstrate to what degree the texture can be predicted with this approach. The 
normalised error integral (EI) quantifies the difference between an experimental ODF 
fୣ୶୮ and a predicted ODF f, and a value of EI=0 indicates perfect agreement. 
Equation 6  ܧܫሺ݂ሻ ൌ ׯ൫௙ି௙೐ೣ೛൯
మௗ௚
ׯ ௙೐ೣ೛మ ௗ௚  
As friction is not quantified in the experiment, a value for the friction coefficient ߤ is 
determined by calculating the value of ܧܫ as a function of ߤ for simulations matching 
the geometry of the experiment with α ൌ .2, ݎ௨௟ ൌ 1.5, K ൌ 692MPa, ݎ௥௧ ൌ 127. The result 
is plotted in Fig. 7, and is compared with results obtained with the Taylor (TBH) model. 
 
Fig. 7: The effect of the friction coefficient on the quality of the texture prediction quantified in 
terms of the normalised error integral of Eqn. 6 with other process parameters chosen to match 
the experimental conditions  
Calculations using the ALAMEL model consistently produce better agreement with the 
experimental texture than the TBH model. The best texture predictions with ALAMEL 
are obtained with ߤ ൒ 0.3. ߤ ൌ 0.3 is a physically plausible value for the experiment 
considering that it is conducted without lubrication. The average through thickness 
texture for the model of ASR with ߙ ൌ .2, ݎ௨௟ ൌ 1.5, K ൌ 692MPa, ߤ ൌ 0.3, ݎ௥௧ ൌ 127 is 
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0.2 ൑ α ൑ 0.4, categorised by α. ݍത values are used in preference to rҧ because they are 
constrained to take values 0 ൑ qത ൑ 1. The results of the two calculation methods, 
described earlier as the "average texture" and "multi-scale" methods, are represented 
as the shaded and clear boxes respectively. 
Equation 7  qത ൌ 11൅rҧ 
The boxplots are of the conventional type where the upper, lower and middle horizontal 
lines of the boxes represent the upper and lower quartiles, and the median respectively 
of the of the relevant data, while the whiskers represent minimum and maximum 
values, excluding outliers; outliers are defined as those values greater than 1.5 times 
the upper or lower quartiles. While both sets of data show the same trend with respect 
to reduction, the multi-scale method results exhibit lower spread and show higher 
magnitudes compared to the average texture method. The calculated qത value for the 
experimental deformed texture (0.466) is marked with a star symbol in Fig. 9 and falls 
within the range of values predicted by the multi-scale method. The anisotropy, as 
assessed by qത value, appears sensitive mainly to the reduction, and for the whole 
parametric study is confined within a small range- nevertheless, it is essential to bear 
in mind that this result concerns the anisotropy of the material in the deformed 
condition, and that it is only after recrystallisation during annealing that the texture 
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 Fig. 10: boxplot of volume fractions of ߛ and ߚ fibre components for average textures of the 
parametric study for all simulations with reductions ߙ ൒ 0.2 and friction µ ൌ 0.2 where the volume 
fractions of the ߛ and ߚ fibres in the experimental deformed texture are marked with a diamond 
and star symbol respectively 
Decreasing the friction coefficient, even to µ ൌ 0.1 (see Fig. 11) appears to eliminate 
any clear correlation as shear strain is reduced below the level sufficient to form ߛ fibre 
components, due to lower contact shear stresses.  
 
Fig. 11: volume fractions of ߛ and ߚ fibre components for average textures of the parametric 
study for reductions ߙ ൒ 0.2 and friction µ ൌ 0.1 
Considering a single level of reduction, e.g. for ߙ ൌ 0.4 and µ ൌ 0.2 as shown in Fig. 
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In Fig. 13 it is clear that the heterogeneity of texture decreases with increasing ratio of 
roll radius to sheet thickness ݎ௥௧. Together with Fig. 12 this can be interpreted to imply 
that at low values of ݎ௥௧ the contact length is low and shear strain is localised at the 
surface of the sheet, while at higher values the contact length is greater and the shear 
strain penetrates toward the central layer of the sheet and thus has a stronger impact 
on the texture. 
 
Fig. 13: texture heterogeneity (Δf of Eqn. 8) expressed as a function of the ratio of roll radius to 
sheet thickness for two levels of roll radius ratios, for a reduction of ߙ ൌ 0.4 with friction µ ൌ 0.2 
Discussion 
It was established during validation that a friction coefficient of value ߤ ൒ 0.3 is required 
for the average ODF of the relevant simulations to agree best with that derived from 
the EBSD measurements. Such a value of ߤ is reasonable for the non lubricated 
conditions of the experiment, and indeed researchers such as Lee and Lee have 
experimented with non-lubricated asymmetric cold rolling and found comparable 
values 0.3 ൑ ߤ ൑ 0.5 to be most appropriate for their simulations [40]. However use of 
such high friction would likely be problematic in a large scale production scenario, 
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process parameters for a given pass reduction (such as plotted in Fig. 13), the 
mechanical properties show practically no influence of these parameters. This implies 
either that the various deformation textures have similar mechanical properties, or that 
the contrast in properties is smoothed out when stress equilibrium between layers is 
permitted. However this behaviour may change after annealing if certain layers 
assume different recrystallisation textures which amplify the mechanical property 
contrast. In any case the ݍത values derived from a single (through thickness averaged) 
texture are consistently lower than corresponding values derived from the multi-scale 
model which accounts for a texture gradient, and appear to be more sensitive to 
variation of the process parameters for a given reduction.  
Finally, it is clear that while the current results identify beneficial configurations of ASR 
for formability improvement in terms of modification of the deformation texture, it is 
crucial to quantify the behaviour of materials with such textures and texture gradients 
during recrystallisation. In this way an appropriate model of the texture transformation 
occurring during recrystallisation such as presented by Sidor et al.[41] would provide 
insight for the most promising process configurations for industrial application.  
Conclusions 
For an industrial process window with lubricated conditions the parametric study 
conducted here predicts the value of ݍത in the deformed state for a cold asymmetrically 
rolled aluminium alloy is largely controlled by the reduction. When the texture gradient 
is taken into account in a manner allowing for stress equilibrium between layers with 
contrasting mechanical properties, the apparent influence of the various process 
parameters on ݍത is further attenuated. Nevertheless it is predicted that with industrially 
feasible process conditions ASR can produce a ߛ fibre, in particular variants of the F 
component, and that it also significantly attenuates ߚ fibre components otherwise 
formed during rolling. In general this beneficial effect on texture increases with 
increasing difference in roll radii, increasing friction and increasing reduction per pass. 
The rate of improvement of the ݍത value diminishes and the sensitivity to process 
parameters increases when the roll radius ratio is increased above 1.5. The ݍത values 
derived from a single (through thickness averaged) texture are consistently lower than 
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Manufacturer Models Production 
Pierce Arrow Various 1915-1929 (approx.) 
BMW 328 roadster 1936-1940 (approx.) 
Panhard Dyna X, Dyna Z 1948-1959 
Landrover Defender 1948-2015 
Honda NSX 1990-2005 
Audi A8 1994-present 
Audi A2 1999-2005 
Honda Insight Hybrid 1999-present 
Ford F150 2015-present 
Table 1 – Examples of passenger vehicles with aluminium alloy intensive body work 
 
Parameter Symbol Values Unit 
Strain hardening coefficient ܭ 2.78x108, 6.92x108 Pa 
Coulomb friction coefficient ߤ 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2 Dimensionless 
Relative pass reduction ߙ 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 Dimensionless 
Roll radius ratio (upper/lower) ݎ௨௟ 1.0, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75 Dimensionless 
Upper roll radius to 
sheet thickness ratio 
ݎ௥௧ 10, 20, 30 Dimensionless 
Table 2 - Independent parameter values used in the parametric study of asymmetric rolling 
 
